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THE WATERMELON ALGORITHM FOR THE BILEVEL INTEGER
LINEAR PROGRAMMING PROBLEM∗
LIZHI WANG† AND PAN XU‡
Abstract. This paper presents an exact algorithm for the bilevel integer linear programming
(BILP) problem. The proposed algorithm, which we call the watermelon algorithm, uses a multiway
disjunction cut to remove bilevel infeasible solutions from the search space, which was motivated by
how watermelon seeds can be carved out by a scoop. Serving as the scoop, a polyhedron is designed to
enclose as many bilevel infeasible solutions as possible, and then the complement of this polyhedron
is applied to the search space as a multiway disjunction cut in a branch-and-bound framework.
We have proved that the watermelon algorithm is able to solve all BILP instances finitely and
correctly, providing either a global optimal solution or a certificate of infeasibility or unboundedness.
Computational experiment results on two sets of small- to medium-sized instances suggest that the
watermelon algorithm could be significantly more efficient than previous branch-and-bound based
BILP algorithms.
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1. Introduction. We present an exact algorithm, which we call the watermelon
algorithm, for the bilevel integer linear programming (BILP) problem defined as
follows:
max
x,y
ζ = c>x+ d>1 y(1.1)
s. t. A1x+B1y ≤ b1,(1.2)
x ∈ Zn1 ,(1.3)
y ∈ arg max
y˜
{d>2 y˜ : A2x+B2y˜ ≤ b2; y˜ ∈ Zn2},(1.4)
where A1 ∈ Qm1×n1 , A2 ∈ Zm2×n1 , B1 ∈ Qm1×n2 , B2 ∈ Zm2×n2 , b1 ∈ Qm1 , b2 ∈ Zm2 ,
c ∈ Qn1 , d1 ∈ Qn2 , and d2 ∈ Zn2 are rational or integer parameters. With four lower-
level parameters (A2, B2, b2, and d2) being restricted to integers rather than rational
numbers, this definition has no loss of generality, since rational parameters can be
equivalently converted to integers by multiplication.
BILP problems arise in many real world situations where two entities make deci-
sions in a hierarchical manner. The lower level controls variable y and solves a para-
metric integer linear program (ILP) whose right-hand side is influenced by the upper
level. The upper level directly controls variable x and anticipates and indirectly con-
trols the lower level’s optimal solution y in response to x. As formulation (1.1)–(1.4)
indicates, when the lower level possesses multiple optimal solutions, the upper level
gets to pick. This is commonly known as the optimistic formulation. In contrast,
under the pessimistic formulation, when the lower level possesses multiple optimal
∗Received by the editors December 8, 2015; accepted for publication (in revised form) February
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1404 LIZHI WANG AND PAN XU
solutions, its decision maker will pick the one that either violates the upper level con-
straint or otherwise makes the least contribution to the upper level objective function.
A more detailed discussion regarding these two formulations can be found in [45].
BILP and related bilevel discrete optimization models have found a wide spectrum
of real world applications, including large steel structure design [40], blended compos-
ite structures [47], competitive location or capacity planning [15, 29, 18], natural gas
cash-out [10], network design [17], taxation policy [21, 48], robust unit commitment
[4, 24], production planning [32], traffic calming [38], and critical infrastructure pro-
tection [6, 7, 31, 41, 46]. In these and many other applications, discrete variables are
indispensable to model logical decisions, mutually exclusive choices, fixed costs, etc.
2. Literature review. Studies on bilevel optimization algorithms date back to
the 1980s [2, 5]. Earlier work focused primarily on continuous bilevel linear problems.
Without the integrality requirement, especially on the lower level decision variables,
constraint (1.4) can be replaced by two constraints: B>2 µ = d2 and 0 ≤ b2 − A2x −
B2y ⊥ µ ≥ 0, where µ is the dual variable of constraint A2x+B2y˜ ≤ b2. The resulting
formulation is a linear program with linear complementary constraints, which has been
well studied and is solvable by a variety of algorithms, including branch-and-bound
[3, 20], branch-and-cut [1], Benders decomposition [23], parametric [14], semi-infinite
[42], active-set [25], and simplex [37] approaches.
No sooner had research effort been extended to discrete bilevel optimization prob-
lems than ill-conditioned cases were discovered [35]: If the upper level contains con-
tinuous variables and the lower level contains discrete ones, then the supremum of the
bilevel problem may not be attainable even if it is finite. Ko¨ppe et al. [28] presented
such an example and, under a few simplifying assumptions, proved the existence of an
algorithm that is able to solve such problems to either global optimality or -optimality
if the supremum is unattainable.
The majority of the work on discrete bilevel linear optimization focused on the
well-defined yet notoriously challenging case of the bilevel mixed integer linear pro-
gram (BMILP) with pure integer variables at the upper level and either mixed integers
or pure integers at the lower level. Moore and Bard [35] invented the first branch-
and-bound algorithm for BMILP and proved its finite termination and correctness
under a few simplifying assumptions. A branch-and-cut algorithm was proposed by
DeNegre and Ralphs [11], who redesigned the relaxation and used cutting planes to
produce tighter bounds. Mitsos [34] presented another algorithm for a more gen-
eral bilevel mixed nonlinear program, in which no branching is performed; rather,
the upper bound (for a maximization problem) is iteratively updated by solving a
mixed-integer nonlinear program. Another approach was proposed by Gu¨mu¨s¸ and
Floudas [19], which reformulates the lower level mixed-integer problem as a contin-
uous one via its vertex polyhedral convex hull representation and then replaces it
with its KKT conditions. As a result, the bilevel problem is converted into a much
larger single level mixed integer nonlinear program. Domı´nguez and Pistikopoulo [13]
introduced two multiparametric algorithms for BILP and BMILP. Both algorithms
embed multiparametric solutions in the upper level problem to form a set of mixed
integer nonlinear programming problems, which are then solved to global optimality
using standard fixed-point optimization methods. Genetic algorithms [30, 36] have
also been investigated. In a previous study [45], we designed an exact algorithm for
BMILP with an additional simplifying assumption that the upper level variables have
known finite bounds. More recently, Caprara et al. [8] proposed an exact algorithm
for solving the bilevel knapsack problem with interdiction constraints. The algorithm
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WATERMELON ALGORITHM FOR BILP 1405
uses a new method to enumerate solutions and introduces a strong cut for the upper
level by exploiting the structural properties of the problem. Hemmati and Smith
[22] formulated a competitive set covering problem as a BMILP and developed a
cutting-plane algorithm “based on inequalities that support the convex hull of fea-
sible solutions.” Caramia and Mari [9] proposed two algorithms for BILP. The first
one is a cutting plane method, in which a nonlinear valid inequality was introduced
and then approximated with a linear cut by solving an auxiliary problem. The second
one is a branch-and-cut algorithm motivated by some geometrical properties of the
bilevel linear problem. Fischetti et al. [16] presented intersection cuts and informed
no-good cuts for BMILP, which could be used to enhance the performance of existing
branch-and-cut algorithms.
Inspired by these previous works, the watermelon algorithm presents a new ap-
proach that integrates branch-and-bound and cutting plane techniques. It follows a
commonly used algorithmic framework: iteratively solving the relaxation and then
removing its optimal solution if it is bilevel infeasible. The novelty lies in the way
the relaxed solution is removed from the search space. We design a polyhedron to
enclose not only the relaxation solution but also many other bilevel infeasible solu-
tions, and then remove this polyhedron from the search space by applying a multiway
disjunction cut, which is carried out in a branch-and-bound framework.
3. Prerequisite. We make several definitions and clarifications to facilitate the
introduction of the algorithm. We define the set R = R ∪ {+∞} ∪ {−∞} as the
extended real number line including positive and negative infinity. We use a vector
with a subscript j to refer to the jth element of the vector. For any given x ∈ Zn1 ,
we use L(x) to denote the lower level problem:
max
y˜
{d>2 y˜ : A2x+B2y˜ ≤ b2; y˜ ∈ Zn2}.
For any given x ∈ Zn1 , we define Ψ0(x) as the set of optimal solutions to L(x):
Ψ0(x) = arg max
y˜
{d>2 y˜ : A2x+B2y˜ ≤ b2; y˜ ∈ Zn2}.
If L(x) is infeasible or unbounded, then an optimal solution does not exist in the real
number space, so Ψ0(x) is an empty set. We define Ψ1 as the set of bilevel feasible
solutions to the BILP (1.1)–(1.4):
Ψ1 = {(x, y) : x ∈ Zn1 ; y ∈ Ψ0(x);A1x+B1y ≤ b1}.
As such, Ψ0(x) and Ψ1 are subsets of Zn2 and Zn1 ×Zn2 , respectively. By definition,
the BILP (1.1)–(1.4) can be written as
(3.1) max
x,y
{c>x+ d>1 y : (x, y) ∈ Ψ1}.
A solution (x, y) is called lower level optimal if y ∈ Ψ0(x). A solution (x, y) is
called bilevel feasible if (x, y) ∈ Ψ1. A solution is called bilevel infeasible if it is not
bilevel feasible. A solution (x∗, y∗) is called bilevel optimal if it is bilevel feasible
and we have c>x∗ + d>1 y
∗ ≥ c>x0 + d>1 y0 for any other bilevel feasible solution
(x0, y0) ∈ Ψ1. For all BILP instances conforming to the definition of (1.1)–(1.4),
there are only three possible outcomes: optimal, infeasible, or unbounded. A BILP
instance is called optimal if a finite bilevel optimal solution exists (uniquely or not).
A BILP instance is called infeasible if no bilevel feasible solution exists. A BILP
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1406 LIZHI WANG AND PAN XU
instance is called unbounded if for any real number K there exists a bilevel feasible
solution (xK , yK) such that c>xK +d>1 y
K ≥ K, implying that yK is a (finite) optimal
solution to L(xK).
The following ILP is a relaxation of BILP (1.1)–(1.4), which was referred to as
the high point problem in [35]:
max
x,y
ζ = c>x+ d>1 y(3.2)
s. t. A1x+B1y ≤ b1,(3.3)
A2x+B2y ≤ b2,(3.4)
xi ∈ Z ∀i ∈ I, yj ∈ Z ∀j ∈ J.(3.5)
Depending on the outcomes of the BILP (1.1)–(1.4), its relaxation (3.2)–(3.5)
and, when relevant, the existence of known finite bounds on decision variables, there
are seven types of BILP instances. One example of each type is provided as follows,
which will be referenced in the forthcoming sections. In particular, Examples 2 and
3 differ in the knowledge of upper bounds on x and y.
Example 1. The following BILP is infeasible because constraints y = 1 in (3.7)
and y = 2 in (3.8) are incompatible. The relaxation is also infeasible.
max
x,y
x− y(3.6)
s. t. x ≤ 1, y = 1, x ∈ Z,(3.7)
y ∈ arg max
y˜
{0 : y˜ = 2}.(3.8)
Example 2. The following BILP instance is adopted from [45]. The BILP is
infeasible, because no matter what positive integer value x takes, the lower level
imposes y = x, which is incompatible with the upper level constraints x ≥ 1 and
y ≥ 2x. The relaxation has an optimal solution, but decision variables do not have
finite upper bounds:
max
x,y
x− y
s. t. x ≥ 1, y ≥ 2x, x ∈ Z,
y ∈ arg max
y˜
{−y˜ : y˜ ≥ x; y˜ ≥ 0; y˜ ∈ Z}.
Example 3. The following BILP instance is Example 2 with finite upper bounds
on x and y. This BILP is infeasible and its relaxation has an optimal solution:
max
x,y
x− y
s. t. 1 ≤ x ≤ 10, y ≥ 2x, x ∈ Z,
y ∈ arg max
y˜
{−y˜ : y˜ ≥ x; 0 ≤ y˜ ≤ 10; y˜ ∈ Z}.
Example 4. This BILP instance is from [35] (without the redundant constraint
y ≥ 0) and can be defined by the following parameters. The bilevel optimal solution
is (x∗ = 2, y∗ = 2). The relaxation has an optimal solution
A1 = −1, B1 = 0, b1 = 0, c = 1, d1 = 10, d2 = −1,
A2 =

−5
1
2
−2
 , B2 =

4
2
−1
−10
 , b2 =

6
10
15
−15
 .Do
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WATERMELON ALGORITHM FOR BILP 1407
Example 5. The following BILP is infeasible because the lower level is unbounded
for all x; thus, a solution (x, y) that satisfies Constraint (3.11) does not exist. The
relaxation is unbounded:
max
x,y
ζ = x+ y(3.9)
s. t. −2 ≤ x ≤ 2, x ∈ Z,(3.10)
y ∈ arg max
y˜
{y˜ : 3x− 2y˜ ≤ 0;−3x− 2y˜ ≤ 0; y˜ ∈ Z}.(3.11)
Example 6. The following BILP has an optimal solution (x∗ = 2, y∗ = 3). The
relaxation is unbounded:
max
x,y
x+ y
s. t. −2 ≤ x ≤ 2, x ∈ Z,
y ∈ arg max
y˜
{−y˜ : 3x− 2y˜ ≤ 0;−3x− 2y˜ ≤ 0; y˜ ∈ Z}.
Example 7. The following BILP is unbounded, because for any integer K ≥ 0,
(x = 0, y = K) is a bilevel feasible solution with ζ = K. The relaxation is unbounded:
max
x,y
ζ = x+ y
s. t. −2 ≤ x ≤ 2, x ∈ Z,
y ∈ arg max
y˜
{0 : 3x− 2y˜ ≤ 0;−3x− 2y˜ ≤ 0; y˜ ∈ Z}.
An infeasible BILP instance could result from three possibilities. First, as demon-
strated in Example 1, lower and upper level constraints are over-restrictive: {(x, y) :
A1x+ B1y ≤ b1;A2x+ B2y ≤ b2} = ∅. Second, as demonstrated in Examples 2 and
3, the lower level optimality and upper level feasibility constraints are incompatible:
Ψ0(x)∩{y : A1x+B1y ≤ b1} = ∅ ∀x. Third, as demonstrated in Example 5, the lower
level is unbounded. Since the lower level ILP is defined in the real number space, which
does not include infinity, an unbounded lower level means that the set Ψ0(x) is empty
for any x and that the BILP is infeasible. The following lemma proves this point.
Lemma 3.1. If there exists an x ∈ Zn1 such that L(x) is unbounded, then the
BILP (1.1)–(1.4) is infeasible.
Proof. If L(x) is unbounded for some x, then L(x) must possess a ray ∆y such
that ∆y ∈ Zn2 , B2∆y ≤ 0, and d>2 ∆y ≥ 1, which means that Ψ0(x) = ∅. Since ∆y
is independent of x, it exists for all x, and Ψ0(x) = ∅ for all x. Therefore, the BILP
(1.1)–(1.4) is infeasible.
4. Motivation. The watermelon algorithm takes advantage of the bilevel struc-
ture of BILP by iteratively using a polyhedron to remove bilevel infeasible solutions
from the search space. This idea was motivated by how watermelon seeds can be
carved out by a scoop, which is why the algorithm was metaphorically named after
the fruit.
To facilitate the presentation of the algorithm, we coined figurative names to
refer to several mathematical terms. We refer to the polyhedron W0 = {(x, y) :
A1x + B1y ≤ b1;A2x + B2y ≤ b2} as the watermelon. This polyhedron was called
the inducible region in [35]. For a given set of parameters l, u ∈ Rm2 , we refer to
W(l, u) = {(x, y) : A1x + B1y ≤ b1; l ≤ A2x + B2y ≤ u} as a slice of watermelon or
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1408 LIZHI WANG AND PAN XU
Fig. 1. Illustration of definitions of the watermelon (shaded polyhedra), bilevel feasible solutions
(white squares), and watermelon seeds (black squares) for Examples 4 (left) and 6 (right). The
watermelon for Example 6 is unbounded from above.
a watermelon slice, which is also a polyhedron obtained by “chopping the head and
tail off of” the watermelon if u ≤ b2 (which is always the case in the algorithm). As a
special case, we haveW0 =W({−∞}m2 , b2). We refer to a subset of the watermelon or
a watermelon slice as the watermelon flesh. We define Ψ2 =W0∩(Zn1×Zn2)\Ψ1 and
refer to this set as watermelon seeds, which are integer points in the watermelon that
are bilevel infeasible. As such, Ψ1 and Ψ2 are a partition of the set W0 ∩ (Zn1 ×Zn2).
A solution (x0, y0) ∈ W0∩(Zn1×Zn2) is a watermelon seed if and only if y0 /∈ Ψ0(x0).
We refer to a polyhedron that does not contain bilevel feasible solutions as a scoop.
The term scoop is also used as a verb, meaning to exclude a solution or a set of
solutions from the search space.
We illustrate the definitions of W0, Ψ1, and Ψ2 on Examples 4 and 6 in Fig-
ure 1. For both examples, the shaded polyhedra are the watermelon W0, the white
squares are the set of bilevel feasible solutions Ψ1, and the black squares are the set
of watermelon seeds Ψ2.
Using the aforementioned definitions, we can equivalently reformulate the BILP
(3.1) as
(4.1) max
x,y
{
c>x+ d>1 y : (x, y) ∈ W0 ∩ (Zn1 × Zn2) \Ψ2
}
.
Similarly, we can equivalently reformulate (3.2)–(3.5) as the following ILP:
(4.2) max
x,y
{
c>x+ d>1 y : (x, y) ∈ W0 ∩ (Zn1 × Zn2)
}
,
which is also a relaxation of the BILP (4.1).
The following lemma presents an implication of a watermelon seed, which is im-
portant for the development of the watermelon algorithm.
Lemma 4.1. If (x0, y0) is a watermelon seed, then there exists a ∆y0 ∈ Zn2 such
that A2x
0 +B2(y
0 + ∆y0) ≤ b2 and d>2 ∆y0 ≥ 1.
Proof. If (x0, y0) is a watermelon seed, then y0 is by definition a feasible but
nonoptimal solution to L(x0). Therefore, there must exist a better feasible solution
y1 ∈ Zn2 satisfying A2x0 + B2y1 ≤ b2 and d>2 y1 − d>2 y0 ≥ 1. The right-hand side of
the latter inequality is due to the integrality of d2 and y. As such, we can construct
the desirable ∆y0 as ∆y0 = y1 − y0.
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WATERMELON ALGORITHM FOR BILP 1409
For a given set of parameters l, u ∈ Rm2 , we use B(l, u) to denote the parametric
BILP
max
x,y
{
c>x+ d>1 y : (x, y) ∈ W(l, u) ∩ (Zn1 × Zn2) \Ψ2
}
,
and we use R(l, u) to denote its relaxation
max
x,y
{
c>x+ d>1 y : (x, y) ∈ W(l, u) ∩ (Zn1 × Zn2)
}
.
As special cases, BILP (4.1) and its relaxation (4.2) are equivalent to B({−∞}m2 , b2)
and R({−∞}m2 , b2), respectively.
The BILP differs from its ILP relaxation in the additional requirement that all
seeds be removed from the watermelon. This interpretation inspired the following
algorithmic strategy. We first solve the relaxation. If the solution turns out to be
bilevel feasible, then it is also bilevel optimal; otherwise, it must be a watermelon
seed, and then we scoop it out and solve the updated relaxation iteratively. This
strategy is elaborated upon as follows.
Initialization: Define G as the feasible region of the relaxation and initialize it as
G =W0 ∩ (Zn1 × Zn2). Go to the main loop.
Main loop: Solve the following relaxation:
(4.3) max
x,y
{
c>x+ d>1 y : (x, y) ∈ G
}
.
In each iteration, C0 is a scoop that encloses the seed (xR, yR) and possibly
other seeds but no bilevel feasible solutions. In the following three subsections, we
discuss three challenges in implementing the aforementioned algorithmic strategy: the
construction of the scoop, solving the relaxation, and the possibility of unbounded
relaxation.
if (4.3) is infeasible then
return: BILP is infeasible.
else if (4.3) is unbounded then
additional investigation is needed.
else
let (xR, yR) be an optimal solution to (4.3).
if (xR, yR) ∈ Ψ1 then
return: (xR, yR) is an optimal solution to BILP (4.1).
else
construct a polyhedron C0 such that
(xR, yR) ∈ C0 and C0 ∩Ψ1 = ∅,(4.4)
update the feasible region of the relaxation as
(4.5) G ← G \ C0,
and repeat the main loop.
end
end
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1410 LIZHI WANG AND PAN XU
4.1. The scoop construction problem. The scoop construction problem is
essentially a separation problem, which separates a given watermelon seed (xR, yR)
from the set of bilevel feasible solutions Ψ1 by a polyhedron, as defined in (4.4). In
single level discrete optimization, a hyperplane is commonly used for the separation
of the relaxation solution and feasible solutions. For BILP, however, we may have
(xR, yR) /∈ Ψ1 and (xR, yR) ∈ conv(Ψ1); therefore, the separation may not be achiev-
able by a hyperplane. For example, as can be seen in Figure 1, seed (x = 0, y = 1) in
Example 6 is enclosed by the convex hull of bilevel feasible solutions.
In the watermelon algorithm, the scoop is defined by the lower level constraints
with modified right hand sides so that they make a shrinking translational movement
inward:
(4.6) C(t) = {(x, y) : A2x+B2y ≤ b2 − t}.
Here, t ∈ Rm2+ is a design parameter, which specifies the distances between the facets
of the scoop and their parallel counterparts of the watermelon. For a given seed
(xR, yR), the following auxiliary ILP, referred to as the type I scoop problem and
denoted as SI(xR, yR), is designed to determine t:
min
∆y,t
m2∑
j=1
tj(4.7)
s. t. d>2 ∆y ≥ 1,(4.8)
B2∆y ≤ t,(4.9)
A2x
R +B2y
R ≤ b2 − t,(4.10)
t ∈ Zm2+ ; ∆y ∈ Zn2 .(4.11)
The scoop obtained from SI(xR, yR) has at least two desirable features. First, it
is able to separate seed (xR, yR) from bilevel feasible solutions. Second, it is designed
to enclose not only the target seed (xR, yR) but also many surrounding ones. The
following two lemmas explain the first feature.
Lemma 4.2. For any (xR, yR) ∈ W0∩ (Zn1×Zn2), (xR, yR) is a watermelon seed
if and only if SI(xR, yR) has a feasible solution.
Proof. The “only if” direction: If (xR, yR) is a watermelon seed, then by Lemma
4.1 there exists a ∆y0 such that A2x
R +B2(y
R +∆y0) ≤ b2 and d>2 ∆y0 ≥ 1. It is easy
to check that (∆y = ∆y0, t = max{B2∆y0, 0}) is a feasible solution to SI(xR, yR).
The “if” direction: Let (∆y1, t1) be a feasible solution to SI(xR, yR). Then it is
easy to check that yR + ∆y1 dominates yR in L(xR); thus, (xR, yR) is by definition a
watermelon seed.
Lemma 4.3. If there exists (xR, yR) ∈ W0 ∩ (Zn1 × Zn2) such that (∆y, t) is a
feasible solution to SI(xR, yR), then no bilevel feasible solution is enclosed inside the
scoop C(t).
Proof. We prove that any solution (x0 ∈ Zn1 , y0 ∈ Zn2) enclosed inside the scoop
C(t) is bilevel infeasible. By the definition of SI(xR, yR) and the fact that (x0, y0) is
enclosed inside the scoop, solution (x0, y0 + ∆y) satisfies the following conditions:
A2x
0 +B2(y
0 + ∆y) ≤ b2,
y0 + ∆y ∈ Zn2 ,
d>2 (y
0 + ∆y) ≥ d>2 y0 + 1,
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WATERMELON ALGORITHM FOR BILP 1411
which means that (x0, y0 +∆y) dominates (x0, y0) in L(x0), so y0 /∈ Ψ0(x0), and thus
(x0, y0) is bilevel infeasible.
The second desirable feature of the type I scoop problem is because the total dis-
tance between the facets of the scoop and those of the watermelon is being minimized.
This objective is intuitively aligned with the maximization of the volume of the scoop
and thus the number of seeds enclosed.
We illustrate the type I scoop problem by computing a scoop to carve out the
seed (xR = 2, yR = 4) for Example 4. We define t1, t2, t3, and t4 for the four facets
of the watermelon −5x + 4y ≤ 6, x + 2y ≤ 10, 2x − y ≤ 15, and −2x − 10y ≤ −15,
respectively. Then the type I scoop problem SI(xR, yR) becomes
min
∆y,t
t1 + t2 + t3 + t4
s. t. −∆y ≥ 1,
4∆y ≤ t1,
2∆y ≤ t2,
−∆y ≤ t3,
−10∆y ≤ t4,
6 ≤ 6− t1,
10 ≤ 10− t2,
0 ≤ 15− t3,
−44 ≤ −15− t4,
t1, t2, t3, t4 ∈ Z+; ∆y ∈ Z.
An optimal solution to SI(xR, yR) is (t∗1 = 0, t∗2 = 0, t∗3 = 1, t∗4 = 10), which defines
the scoop
(4.12) C(t∗) = {(x, y) : −5x+ 4y ≤ 6;x+ 2y ≤ 10; 2x− y ≤ 14;−2x− 10y ≤ −25}.
Figure 2 shows how this scoop (in lighter shade) is able to enclose all the seeds. It can
be expected that, in the next iteration, the relaxation with the scoop of flesh carved
out of the watermelon will yield the bilevel optimal solution.
Motivated by the above example, the question arises whether for all BILP in-
stances an ideal convex scoop can be found that is able to enclose all the seeds.
Unfortunately, the following example shows that such an ideal scoop may not exist:
some BILP instances may require more than one scoop to enclose all of the seeds no
matter what convex scoop is used.
Example 8. This example cannot be solved by the watermelon algorithm in one
iteration.
max
x,y1,y2
x− y1 − y2
s. t. 1 ≤ x ≤ 3, x ∈ Z,
(y1, y2) ∈ arg max
y˜1,y˜2
{y˜1 + y˜2 : 2y˜1 ≤ x+ 1; 2y˜2 ≤ x+ 1; y˜1, y˜2 ∈ Z}.
We point out three observations about Example 8. First, (x = 1, y1 = 0, y2 = 1)
and (x = 3, y1 = 2, y2 = 1) are two watermelon seeds, because they are, respectively,
dominated by (x = 1, y1 = 1, y2 = 1) and (x = 3, y1 = 2, y2 = 2) in the lower
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1412 LIZHI WANG AND PAN XU
Fig. 2. Illustration of scoop (in lighter shade) designed by the type I scoop problem for Example 4.
level. Second, (x = 2, y1 = 1, y2 = 1) is a bilevel feasible (indeed, optimal) solution.
Third, the bilevel feasible solution lies on the line segment between the two seeds. As
a result, no single convex scoop can enclose both seeds without also containing the
bilevel feasible solution and violating the requirement (4.4) for a scoop. Therefore,
this example requires solving at least two iterations of the type I scoop problem.
4.2. Solving the relaxation. The way the feasible region of the relaxation
is updated in (4.5) could introduce additional nonconvexity (besides the integrality
requirement), which makes the relaxation hard to solve. The following lemma explains
that when a scoop of flesh defined in (4.6) is carved out of a slice of watermelon, all
bilevel feasible solutions can be partitioned into m2 smaller slices of watermelon.
Lemma 4.4. Suppose (xR, yR) is a seed enclosed by the slice of watermelonW(l, u)
and (∆y, t) is a feasible solution to SI(xR, yR). Then we have
W(l, u) ∩ (Zn1 × Zn2) \ C(t) =W(l, u) ∩ (Zn1 × Zn2) \W({−∞}m2 , b2 − t)
=
m2⋃
k=1
W(l˜k, u˜k) ∩ (Zn1 × Zn2),
where for all k ∈ {1, . . . ,m2} and j ∈ {1, . . . ,m2}, l˜k and u˜k are defined as
l˜kj =
{
(b2 − t)j + 1 if j = k,
lj otherwise;
(4.13)
u˜kj =
{
min{uj , (b2 − t)j} if j ≤ k − 1,
uj otherwise.
(4.14)
Proof. After the scoop of flesh is carved out of the watermelon, the remaining
flesh must violate at least one of the following m2 scoop constraints: (A2x+B2y)j ≤
(b2 − t)j ∀j ∈ {1, . . . ,m2}. The parameters l˜k and u˜k are determined in such a way
that the slice W(l˜k, u˜k) is a subset of W(l, u) that satisfies the first (k − 1) scoop
constraints and violates the kth one. As such, all bilevel feasible solutions within
W(l, u) are partitioned into the m2 smaller slices. When the jth scoop constraint is
violated, the lower bound l˜kj is strengthened to (b2 − t)j + 1 due to the integrality
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WATERMELON ALGORITHM FOR BILP 1413
requirements of A2, B2, b2, x, and y. It is a stronger lower bound than lj because
b2− t+ 1 > b2− t ≥ A2xR +B2yR ≥ l. The second inequality is because of constraint
(4.10), and the last one is because (xR, yR) ∈ W(l, u).
Lemma 4.4 suggests that removing a scoop of flesh from a watermelon slice is
equivalent to creating m2 sub-slices by cutting the original slice 2m2 times, with two
cuts for each subslice. For all j ∈ {1, . . . ,m2}, the jth subslice is created by the cut
(A2x+B2y)j ≥ (b2 − t)j + 1; then, another cut (A2x+B2y)j > (b2 − t)j chops off a
piece of scrap from the remainder of the slice. This process is carried out sequentially
until all m2 subslices are created.
We illustrate this multiway disjunction branching scheme on Example 4. Suppose
the following scoop is used to carve out seed (x = 3, y = 2):
(4.15) C = {(x, y) : −5x+ 4y ≤ 0;x+ 2y ≤ 8; 2x− y ≤ 7;−2x− 10y ≤ −25}.
The following four subslices are created using Lemma 4.4:
W1 = {(x, y) : 1 ≤ −5x+ 4y ≤ 6;x+ 2y ≤ 10; 2x− y ≤ 15;−2x− 10y ≤ −15},
W2 = {(x, y) : −5x+ 4y ≤ 0; 9 ≤ x+ 2y ≤ 10; 2x− y ≤ 15;−2x− 10y ≤ −15},
W3 = {(x, y) : −5x+ 4y ≤ 0;x+ 2y ≤ 8; 8 ≤ 2x− y ≤ 15;−2x− 10y ≤ −15}, and
W4 = {(x, y) : −5x+ 4y ≤ 0;x+ 2y ≤ 8; 2x− y ≤ 7;−24 ≤ −2x− 10y ≤ −15}.
Figures 3 and 4 illustrate how sub-slicesW1 andW2 are created, respectively. Figure 5
shows all four subslices.
Scoop (4.15) is used here only to illustrate the multiway disjunction approach. In
the watermelon algorithm, for the given seed (x = 3, y = 2), the type I scoop problem
would yield the more efficient scoop (4.12), which is able to carve out all the seeds
and create only two new nonempty watermelon slices (one of which is a line segment),
as shown in Figure 6.
4.3. Unbounded relaxation. When the relaxation R(l, u) is unbounded, it
possesses an infinite sequence of solutions in W(l, u) ∩ (Zn1 × Zn2) whose objective
values measured in (1.1) asymptotically approach infinity. The unboundedness of
W1
C
ﬀ 1st cut: −5x+ 4y ≥ 1
XXy
2nd cut: −5x+ 4y > 0
Fig. 3. Creation of W1 using scoop (4.15) for Example 4.
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1414 LIZHI WANG AND PAN XU
W1
W2C
 
 
 
3rd cut: x+ 2y ≥ 9
 
 
  
4th cut: x+ 2y > 8
Fig. 4. Creation of W2 using scoop (4.15) for Example 4.
W1
W2
W3
W4
C
Fig. 5. Illustration of a multiway disjunction cut using scoop (4.15) for Example 4.
R(l, u) does not ascertain that of B(l, u). In fact, with R(l, u) being unbounded,
B(l, u) may be infeasible, unbounded, or optimal, depending on how the infinite se-
quence of solutions are divided between Ψ1 and Ψ2. If the unboundedness of R(l, u)
is caused by bilevel feasible solutions in Ψ1, then B(l, u) is unbounded. If, on the
other hand, watermelon seeds in Ψ2 are solely responsible for the unboundedness of
R(l, u), then B(l, u) is either optimal or infeasible, depending on the existence of a
bilevel feasible solution.
Consider Examples 5, 6, and 7 defined in section 3. All three instances in these
examples share the same relaxation, maxx,y{x + y : −2 ≤ x ≤ 2; 2y ≥ 3x; 2y ≥
−3x;x, y ∈ Z}, which is unbounded. The outcomes of these BILP instances, however,
span all three possibilities.
The watermelon algorithm reveals the true property of B(l, u) behind its un-
bounded relaxation R(l, u) by solving the following auxiliary ILP, which is referred
to as the type II scoop problem and denoted as SII(l, u):
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WATERMELON ALGORITHM FOR BILP 1415
Fig. 6. Illustration of multiway disjunction using scoop (4.12) for Example 4.
min
x,y,∆y,t
m2∑
j=1
tj
s. t. d>2 ∆y ≥ 1,
B2∆y ≤ t,
A1x+B1y ≤ b1,
A2x+B2y ≤ b2 − t,
l ≤ A2x+B2y ≤ u,
t ∈ Zm2+ ; x ∈ Zn1 ; y,∆y ∈ Zn2 .
Unlike the type I scoop problem, which designs a scoop to enclose a given seed, the
type II scoop problem must search for a seed inside a given slice of watermelon first and
then design a scoop to enclose it. The following three lemmas explain how the result
from SII(l, u) reveals the property of B(l, u). Lemma 4.5 shows that the existence of a
seed in W(l, u) is a necessary and sufficient condition for SII(l, u) to have an optimal
solution.
Lemma 4.5. For any (x0, y0) ∈ W(l, u) ∩ (Zn1 × Zn2), (x0, y0) is a watermelon
seed if and only if there exists (∆y, t) such that (x0, y0,∆y, t) is a feasible solution to
SII(l, u).
Proof. The “only if” direction: if (x0, y0) is a watermelon seed, by Lemma 4.2,
SI(x0, y0) has a feasible solution, which we denote as (∆y, t). It is easy to check that
(x0, y0,∆y, t) is also a feasible solution to SII(l, u).
The “if” direction: if (x0, y0,∆y, t) is a feasible solution to SII(l, u), then it is
easy to check that (∆y, t) is a feasible solution to SI(x0, y0). By Lemma 4.2, (x0, y0)
is a watermelon seed.
As a corollary of Lemma 4.5, the following lemma shows that if SII(l, u) is infea-
sible, then the watermelon slice W(l, u) does not contain any seed, so bilevel feasible
solutions are solely responsible for the unboundedness of R(l, u), and thus B(l, u) is
also unbounded.
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1416 LIZHI WANG AND PAN XU
Lemma 4.6. If there exist l, u ∈ Rm2 such that R(l, u) is unbounded and SII(l, u)
infeasible, then B(l, u) is unbounded.
Proof. IfR(l, u) is unbounded, then for any real number K there exists (xR, yR) ∈
W(l, u) ∩ (Zn1 × Zn2) such that c>xR + d>1 yR ≥ K. If SII(l, u) is infeasible, then
SI(xR, yR) is also infeasible. By Lemma 4.2, (xR, yR) is not a seed, and thus is
bilevel feasible. Therefore, for any real number K, there exists a bilevel feasible
solution (xR, yR) such that c>xR + d>1 y
R ≥ K, which establishes the unboundedness
of B(l, u).
The next lemma confirms that the scoop generated from SII(l, u) satisfies the
requirement (4.4).
Lemma 4.7. If there exist l, u ∈ Rm2 such that (x, y,∆y, t) is a feasible solution
to SII(l, u), then no bilevel feasible solution exists in the scoop C(t).
Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 4.3.
Lemmas 4.5–4.7 motivated the following strategy to deal with unbounded relax-
ation. Once R(l, u) is found unbounded, we iteratively use SII(l, u) to search for seeds
and generate scoops to remove them from the watermelon slice W(l, u) until one of
two possible terminating conditions is met: either SII(l, u) is infeasible, indicating
that B(l, u) is unbounded, or R(l, u) is no longer unbounded. The finite termination
of this strategy is proved in section 6. The next lemma explains the implication of a
scoop C(t) with t = 0.
Lemma 4.8. If there exist l, u ∈ Rm2 such that the optimal objective value of
SII(l, u) is zero, then the BILP is infeasible.
Proof. The optimal objective value of SII(l, u) being zero means that t = 0 is
a feasible solution, then the scoop C(0) encloses the entire watermelon, which, by
Lemma 4.7, does not contain any bilevel feasible solution.
We note that if Lemma 4.8 becomes applicable, it will apply at the root node in
the algorithm, since the parameters l and u will only get more restrictive in subsequent
iterations, which will increase the optimal objective value. We also point out that the
converse statement of Lemma 4.8 is not true. Consider the following Example 9,
which is illustrated in Figure 7.
Example 9. The relaxation at the root is unbounded, but the BILP is infeasible,
because the lower level imposes y = x, which is incompatible with the upper level
constraints (4.18) and (4.19). The optimal solution to the type II scoop problem
SII({−∞}m2 , b2) yields (t∗1 = 1, t∗2 = 0), with the objective value being 1. The
scoop defined by this solution encloses the entire watermelon, but it does leave a gap
from the lower level constraint −y ≤ −x. Since the parameters ({−∞}m2 , b2) in the
type II scoop problem are as unrestrictive as ({−∞}m2 , {+∞}m2), there do not exist
l, u ∈ Rm2 that will result in a smaller optimal objective value:
max
x,y
ζ = x+ y(4.16)
s. t. 2x− y ≤ 0,(4.17)
−x ≤ −1, x ∈ Z,(4.18)
−y ≤ 0, y ∈ Z,(4.19)
y ∈ arg max
y˜
{−y˜ : −y˜ ≤ −x; y˜ ≤ 3x; y˜ ∈ Z}.(4.20)Do
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WATERMELON ALGORITHM FOR BILP 1417
Fig. 7. Illustration of Example 9. Both the watermelon and the scoop are unbounded from
northeastern. The dots on the ray from (0, 0) through (3, 3) to infinity are the optimal solutions to
the lower level, but they all violate upper level constraints.
Fig. 8. Illustration of scoop designed by type II scoop problem and multiway disjunction for
Example 6. Both the watermelon and the scoop are unbounded from above.
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1418 LIZHI WANG AND PAN XU
We illustrate the application of the type II scoop problem on Example 6, whose
relaxation is unbounded. We define t1 and t2 for the two facets of the watermelon
3x − 2y ≤ 0 and −3x − 2y ≤ 0, respectively. Then the type II scoop problem
becomes
min
x,y,∆y,t
t1 + t2
s. t. −∆y ≥ 1,
−2∆y ≤ t1,
−2∆y ≤ t2,
−2 ≤ x ≤ 2,
3x− 2y ≤ −t1,
−3x− 2y ≤ −t2,
t1, t2 ∈ Z+; x, y,∆y ∈ Z.
An optimal solution to this type II scoop problem is (x∗ = 0, y∗ = 1,∆y∗ = −1, t∗1 =
2, t∗2 = 2), which defines the scoop C(t∗) = {(x, y) : 3x − 2y ≤ −2;−3x − 2y ≤ −2}.
Figure 8 shows how this scoop (unbounded from above) is able to enclose all of the
infinitely many seeds. The figure also shows the creation of two (bounded) subslices
using the multiway disjunction cut approach described in section 4.2.
5. The watermelon algorithm for BILP. We are now ready to present the
watermelon algorithm for BILP, which takes the set of BILP parameters (A1, A2, B1,
B2, b1, b2, c, d1, d2) as input and outputs the optimal solution (x
∗, y∗, ζ∗) to the BILP
(1.1)–(1.4). The notations of (x∗ = ∅, y∗ = ∅, ζ∗ = −∞) and (x∗ = ∅, y∗ = ∅, ζ∗ =
+∞) are used as the outputs for infeasible and unbounded instances, respectively.
Steps of the watermelon algorithm are summarized below and diagrammed in Figure 9.
In the algorithm, a node is defined as a parametric BILP B(l, u), characterized by
l, u ∈ Rm2 ; a parameter zj is used to record the objective value of the relaxation
for node j’s parent node for bounding purposes; and parameter N keeps track of the
number of active nodes in the branch-and-bound tree.
(x∗, y∗, ζ∗) = Watermelon(A1, A2, B1, B2, b1, b2, c, d1, d2).
Step 0 (Initialization): Create node 1, B(l1, u1), with l1 = {−∞}m2 , u1 = b2.
Initialize x∗ = ∅, y∗ = ∅, ζ∗ = −∞, N = 1, and z1 =∞. Go to Step 1.
Step 1 (Node management): For all j ∈ {1, . . . , N} such that zj ≤ ζ∗ or lj  uj ,
discard node j. Update N as the number of remaining nodes.
if N = 0 then
if x∗ 6= ∅ then
1(a) return: (x∗, y∗, ζ∗) is an optimal solution to the BILP (1.1)–(1.4).
else
1(b) return: BILP (1.1)–(1.4) is infeasible.
end
else
1(c) select a node k from {1, . . . , N}, set lˆ = lk and uˆ = uk, discard node k,
reorder the remaining nodes from 1 to N − 1, reduce N by 1, and go to Step 2.
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Step 2 (Relaxation): Solve R(lˆ, uˆ).
if R(lˆ, uˆ) is infeasible then
2(a) go to Step 1.
else if R(lˆ, uˆ) is unbounded then
2(b) go to Step 6.
else
let (xR, yR) denote an optimal solution to R(lˆ, uˆ).
if c>xR + d>1 y
R ≤ ζ∗ then
2(c) go to Step 1.
else
2(d) go to Step 3.
end
end
Step 3 (Lower level): Solve L(xR).
if L(xR) is unbounded then
3(a) return: BILP (1.1)–(1.4) is infeasible.
else
let yL denote an optimal solution to L(xR).
if d>2 y
R = d>2 y
L then
3(b) update (x∗ = xR, y∗ = yR, ζ∗ = c>xR + d>1 y
R) and go to Step 1.
else
if A1x
R +B1y
L ≤ b1 and c>xR + d>1 yL > ζ∗ then
update (x∗ = xR, y∗ = yL, ζ∗ = c>xR + d>1 y
L).
if d>1 y
R = d>1 y
L then
3(c) go to Step 1.
end
end
3(d) go to Step 4.
end
end
Step 4 (Type I scoop): Solve SI(xR, yR) and let (∆y1, t) denote an optimal solu-
tion. Go to Step 5.
Step 5 (Multiway disjunction): Create m2 new nodes, B(lN+k, uN+k) ∀k ∈
{1, . . . ,m2}. For all k ∈ {1, . . . ,m2} and j ∈ {1, . . . ,m2}, the parameters
lN+k, uN+k, and zN+k are defined as
lN+kj =
{
(b2 − t)j + 1 if j = k,
lˆj otherwise;
(5.1)
uN+kj =
{
min{uˆj , (b2 − t)j} if j ≤ k − 1,
uˆj otherwise;
(5.2)
zN+k =
{
c>xR + d>1 y
R if Step 4 was the previous step,
+∞ otherwise.(5.3)
Increase N by m2. Go to Step 1.
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Step 6 (Type II scoop): Solve SII(lˆ, uˆ).
if SII(lˆ, uˆ) is infeasible then
6(a) return: BILP (1.1)–(1.4) is unbounded.
else
let (x2, y2,∆y2, t) be an optimal solution to SII(lˆ, uˆ).
if t = 0 then
6(b) return: BILP (1.1)–(1.4) is infeasible.
else
6(c) go to Step 5.
end
end
Step 0
?
Step 1
1(c)?
ﬀ 1(a)
Optimal -
1(b)
Infeasible
Step 2
2(d)
2(b)2(a,c)
?
- Step 6
66(b)
-6(a) Unbounded
6(c)
ﬀ
Step 3
3(d)?

6
3(a)3(b,c)
Step 4
?
Step 5
ﬀ
ﬀ
ﬀ
6
-
Fig. 9. Diagram of the watermelon algorithm.
6. Proofs of finite termination and correctness. In this section, we prove
the finite termination and correctness of the watermelon algorithm. Consider the
following parametric ILP, denoted as F(u) with u ∈ Rm2 being a given parameter:
f(u) = min
∆y,t

m2∑
j=1
tj : d
>
2 ∆y ≥ 1;B2∆y ≤ t; 0 ≤ t ≤ u; t ∈ Zm2 ; ∆y ∈ Zn2
 ,
where f(u) denotes the optimal objective value of F(u). Define U as the set of integer
u such that F(u) possesses a feasible solution:
U = {u ∈ Zm2+ : d>2 ∆y ≥ 1;B2∆y ≤ t; 0 ≤ t ≤ u; for some t ∈ Zm2 and ∆y ∈ Zn2} .
The following lemma presents two important properties of f(u).
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Lemma 6.1. f(u) is a monotonically decreasing function of u ∈ U , and it is
uniformly bounded on U .
Proof. Proof of monotonicity: For any u1 ≤ u2 ∈ U , we have f(u1) ≥ f(u2)
because an optimal solution to F(u1) is feasible to F(u2), but the reverse statement
is not true.
Proof of boundedness: By definition, for all u ∈ U , f(u) ≥ 0. Since U ⊆ Zm2+ ,
according to Dickson’s lemma [12], it has a finite minimal set, say S, with respect to
point-wise partial order. Let M denote the uniform upper bound of {f(u) : u ∈ S},
which is a finite number. For any u ∈ U \ S, since it is not minimal, there exists
u′ ∈ S such that u′ ≤ u, which implies that f(u) ≤ f(u′) ≤M . Therefore, M is also
the uniform upper bound of {f(u) : u ∈ U}.
As a corollary of Lemma 6.1, the following lemma establishes the uniform bound-
edness of SI(x, y) and SII(l, u).
Lemma 6.2. If feasible, SI(x, y) and SII(l, u) are uniformly bounded for all (x, y)
and (l, u).
Proof. By definition, SI(x, y) is equivalent to F(b2 −A2x−B2y) and SII(l, u) is
equivalent to minx,y{f(b2 − A2x − B2y) : (x, y) ∈ V(l, u)}, where V(l, u) = {(x, y) :
A1x + B1y ≤ b1; l ≤ A2x + B2y ≤ u;x ∈ Zn1 ; y ∈ Zn2}. By Lemma 6.1, these two
scoop problems are uniformly bounded if feasible.
Now we establish the finite termination and correctness of the watermelon algo-
rithm in the following two theorems.
Theorem 6.3. For any input of BILP instance defined in (1.1)–(1.4), the water-
melon algorithm terminates finitely.
Proof. In the watermelon algorithm, SI(x, y) is always fed with a seed (x, y),
which ensures the feasibility of SI(x, y), according to Lemma 4.5. Since the algorithm
terminates in Step 6 whenever SII(l, u) is infeasible for some (l, u), we only consider
the situation when SII(l, u) is feasible. By Lemma 6.2, both SI(x, y) and SII(l, u) are
bounded. Let K denote an upper bound for both SI(x, y) and SII(l, u). Then for all
j ∈ {1, . . . ,m2}, the parameters lj and uj that could possibly be used to characterize
a node only lie within {−∞, (b2)j −K, (b2)j −K + 1, . . . , (b2)j − 1, (b2)j , (b2)j + 1},
which is a finite set. Moreover, the multiway disjunction in Step 5 ensures that no
two nodes have the same bounds. Therefore, the branch-and-bound tree generated in
the watermelon algorithm only contains a finite number of possible nodes, and thus
it takes a finite number of iterations for the watermelon algorithm to explore the
entire tree.
Theorem 6.4. When the watermelon algorithm terminates, the output is correct.
Proof. We show the correctness of all decision points in the algorithm steps.
Steps 1(a), 1(b), 1(c), 2(a), 2(c), 2(d), 3(b), and 3(d) are standard procedures in
a branch-and-bound framework.
Step 2(b) directs an unbounded relaxation to Step 6 for further investigation.
Step 3(a) concludes that the BILP is infeasible, due to Lemma 3.1.
Step 3(c) determines that (xR, yL) is a bilevel optimal solution to B(lˆ, uˆ) because
it is an optimal solution to R(lˆ, uˆ) and yL is an optimal solution to L(xR).
Step 4 calculates a scoop of watermelon flesh that will be carved out of the feasible
region of the current node in Step 5. The correctness of this scoop is guaranteed by
Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3.
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Step 5 carves a scoop (obtained either from Step 4 or Step 6) of watermelon flesh
out of the current node and creates m2 new branches using results from Lemma 4.4.
Step 6(a) is due to Lemma 4.6.
Step 6(b) is due to Lemma 4.8.
Step 6(c) calculates a scoop of watermelon flesh that will be carved out of the fea-
sible region of the current node in Step 5. The correctness of this scoop is guaranteed
by Lemmas 4.5 and 4.7.
7. An alternative type I scoop problem. The purpose of the scoop was
to enclose as many watermelon seeds as possible. However, determining the exact
number of integer solutions inside a polyhedron is NP-hard (with ILP feasibility as a
special case), so we did not directly maximize the number of enclosed seeds. Instead,
we minimize
∑
j tj , the total distance between the facets of the scoop and those of
the watermelon. Although this objective function is intuitively aligned with the max-
imization of the scoop volume and thus the number of enclosed seeds, it is somewhat
arbitrary. In fact, if a positive factor αk was multiplied on both sides of the kth con-
straint in the lower level, then this would equivalently change the weight of tk from 1
to αk in the objective function. This observation means that the objective function of
the scoop problem may take different definitions, and there may not be one definition
that is the most effective for all instances. One could also experiment with nonlinear
objective functions, such as the weighted L2 norm.
In this section, we present an alternative objective function for the type I scoop
problem in order to slow down the creation of new nodes. Recall that the variable t in
the type I scoop problem indicates the gap between the facets of the scoop and those of
the watermelon. If tj = 0, then the jth new node is an empty one, because the bounds
computed from (4.13) and (4.14) would not satisfy lj ≤ uj . Immediately following the
creation of the m2 new nodes, in Step 1 of the next iteration, all empty nodes will be
discarded. As such, we can slow down the creation of new nodes by minimizing the
number of positive elements in vector t in the type I scoop problem, which determines
the number of nonempty new nodes. For example, if t1 =
[
1 1 1 1
]>
and
t2 =
[
3 4 0 0
]>
are two candidate parameters for the scoop, then t1 would be
preferred by the original type I scoop problem but the alternative version would favor
t2 since it contains fewer positive elements.
We present the alternative type I scoop problem as follows:
min
∆y,t,w
m2∑
j=1
wj(7.1)
s. t. d>2 ∆y ≥ 1,(7.2)
B2∆y ≤ t,(7.3)
0 ≤ tj ≤ (b2 −A2xR −B2yR)jwj , ∀j ∈ {1, . . . ,m2},(7.4)
t ∈ Zm2 , ∆y ∈ Zn2 , w ∈ Bm2 .(7.5)
Here, w is a new binary variable indicating whether (wj = 1) or not (wj = 0) the
integer variable tj is strictly positive. The type II scoop problem is not modified due
to the lack of a known upper bound for t. In contrast, the given seed in the type I
scoop problem provides a convenient upper bound in (7.4).
8. Comparison with previous algorithms. The major difference between the
watermelon algorithm and previous branch-and-bound based BILP algorithms lies in
how a relaxation solution is removed from the search space.
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In [35], the bilevel linear program (BLP) is iteratively solved as the relaxation,
which relaxes the integrality requirements at both levels in (1.1)–(1.4). However, the
BLP yields neither a lower bound nor an upper bound of the BILP; thus very conser-
vative branch-and-bound rules are used in [35]. For example, even if the relaxation
solution turns out to be integral, the node cannot be immediately fathomed.
In [11], the relaxation (3.2)–(3.4) without any integrality requirements is used to
provide an upper bound for the BILP. If the relaxation yields a fractional solution,
then branch-and-bound is applied. If the relaxation yields an integral but bilevel
infeasible solution, then cutting planes are generated to remove it.
In [45], when the relaxation solution is found to be bilevel infeasible, an optimal
solution to the lower level, yL, is used to construct a linear cut for the relaxation:
(8.1) d>2 y ≥ d>2 yL.
However, this cut is only valid when x satisfies
(8.2) A2x ≤ b2 −B2yL.
Therefore, the search space is divided into m2 + 1 pieces depending on which of the
m2 constraints in (8.2) is violated, and then the linear cut (8.1) is applied to the one
piece that satisfies all the constraints in (8.2). That algorithm and the watermelon
algorithm both use a branch-and-bound framework and create multiple new nodes in
each iteration.
The two types of scoop problems, which are the key original contribution of
this paper, distinguish the watermelon algorithm from [45] and all other previous
algorithms. The type I scoop problem designs a polyhedral scoop to remove the
relaxation solution and many other seeds, whereas [45] uses a linear cut. Intuitively,
the scoop is more efficient than the linear cut in removing seeds, because the scoop
has a flexible shape specifically designed to reach out to many seeds in the corners,
whereas the linear cut is only valid for one out of m2 + 1 pieces of the search space.
The type II scoop problem enables the watermelon algorithm to solve instances like
Example 2 that do not have known bounds for the upper level decision variables;
these instances are not solvable by any previous algorithm that we are aware of.
Table 1 summarizes the capability of previous algorithms to solve the seven ex-
amples from section 3. A checkmark indicates that the algorithm is able to solve the
example, whereas the lack of a checkmark means that the example violates one or
more simplifying assumptions that the algorithm needs to work. In [11, 30, 35], it is
assumed that the feasible region of relaxation (3.2)–(3.5) is nonempty and bounded.
Therefore, these algorithms were not designed to solve Examples 1, 2, 5, 6, or 7. In
[13] and [19], it is assumed that the lower level variables have known finite bounds. In
[28, 34, 36], it is assumed that the upper level, the lower level, and the BILP itself are
all bounded. Therefore, these algorithms were not designed to solve Examples 2, 5,
6, or 7. In [45], it is assumed that the upper level variables have known finite bounds.
Therefore, this algorithm was not designed to solve Example 2.
In terms of comparison on computational performance, most previous studies on
BILP algorithms either did not report their computational performance or did so
on small instances. For example, no computational performance of any algorithm
was reported in [28]; test instances used in [13], [19], and [30] had no more than a
dozen variables and constraints; the largest test instances in [11] and [34] had 34
and 12 variables, respectively; the algorithms in [35] were used to solve instances
with up to 40 variables and 16 constraints, and the best version of the algorithm took
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Table 1
Capability of previous algorithms to solve Examples 1 to 7.
Relaxation BILP Example
Previous Algorithms
[11] [13] [19] [28] [30] [34] [35] [36] [45]
infeasible infeasible 1 X X X X X X
infeasible
2
optimal 3 X X X X X X X X X
optimal 4 X X X X X X X X X
infeasible 5 X
unbounded optimal 6 X
unbounded 7 X
almost two minutes. Nishizaki and Sakawa [36] compared their genetic algorithm with
the branch-and-bound algorithm from [35]. They found that the branch-and-bound
algorithm was able to solve instances with up to 140 variables in more than 11 hours,
and the genetic algorithm was able to solve instances with up to 200 variables in more
than one hour. In [45], 100 randomly generated instances with up to 920 variables and
368 constraints (both levels combined) were used in the computational experiments,
and the computation times for the largest instances ranged from 10 minutes to 4
hours. In the next section, we compare the watermelon algorithm with those from
[11, 35, 45] using the same instances from [45].
9. Computational experiments. In this section, we demonstrate the capa-
bility of the watermelon algorithm to correctly and efficiently solve BILP instances.
We were able to use the watermelon algorithm to correctly solve all Examples 1 to
7 within a few iterations. We also compared two versions of the watermelon algo-
rithm with three other branch-and-bound based BILP algorithms in terms of their
computational efficiency in solving BILP instances of the same type as Example 4.
We denote the algorithms in [35], [11], and [45] as MB, DR, and XW, respectively; and
we denote the watermelon algorithms with the original type I scoop problem (4.7)–
(4.11) and with the alternative type I scoop problem (7.1)–(7.5) as WaterM-I and
WaterM-II, respectively. We have made an effort to implement all the algorithms in
the most efficient and consistent way that we could. We used the same data structure
and solver settings for the algorithmic framework and only changed the subroutines
for the relaxation, cutting plane, and branching scheme to reflect the differences in
algorithm design. In our implementation of MB, after testing several options, we used
the branch-and-bound algorithm for BLP from [3], which yielded the best tradeoff
between computational speed and solution quality.
We made three adjustments to accommodate different assumptions made by these
algorithms. First, both MB and DR assume that B1 = 0
m1×n2 . In our computational
experiments, we first obtained an optimal solution (x∗, y∗) to the BILP (1.1)–(1.4)
using WaterM-I, and then modified constraint (1.2) to A1x ≤ b1−B1y∗ for MB and DR
to solve. We realize that the modified BILP could potentially have a different optimal
solution than (x∗, y∗), yet this modification makes it easier to find the first bilevel
feasible solution. Second, MB and DR assume a bounded feasible region of the relaxation
(3.2)–(3.5), and XW requires known finite bounds for the upper level variables as a
given parameter. In our computational experiments, all test instances had bounded
relaxations. We also fed XW with X = max{10x∗, 100} as the upper bound for x, where
x∗ is an optimal solution obtained using WaterM-I. Third, DR and XW assume (without
loss of generality) that both upper and lower level variables are nonnegative, whereas
the other three algorithms treat all variables as unrestricted unless otherwise stated
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in the constraints. In our computational experiments, we added x ≥ 0 and y ≥ 0 as
additional constraints to MB, WaterM-I, and WaterM-II. The number of constraints of
the instances reported in Table 2 included these nonnegativity constraints. For each
algorithm, three traversing strategies were used to select a new node in Step 1(c):
depth first, breadth first, and largest-z first, which are denoted in Table 2 as D, B,
and Z, respectively. In particular, the largest-z first strategy means that node k is
selected such that k ∈ arg maxj∈{1,...,N} zj , where zj records the relaxation objective
value of node j’s parent node.
We used the same set of 100 randomly generated BMILP instances from [45],
except that all variables at both levels are required to be pure integers. These 100
instances were divided into ten groups, each containing ten instances of the same
dimension. All algorithms were implemented in Matlab using TOMLAB/CPLEX as
the ILP solver. The computational experiments were executed on a desktop computer
with a 3 GB RAM and a 2.4 GHz CPU. Computational results are summarized in
Table 2. The computation times reported in Table 2 are averages over ten instances
within each group. For each group of instances using each traversing strategy of each
algorithm, three time values are reported from top to bottom: how long it took to
find the first bilevel feasible solution, to find the optimal solution, and to confirm its
optimality. The last row in the table reports the average performance over all 100
instances. All average times are rounded to the nearest second. When an algorithm
could not finish solving an instance within 999 seconds, we terminated the program
prematurely and used 999 seconds for the average time calculation with “>” as a
prefix.
We make the following observations from our computational results. First,
WaterM-II was less sensitive to the instance dimensions than WaterM-I, since
WaterM-II was much faster than WaterM-I for larger instances but took a little more
time for smaller ones. This is because the increased computational effort caused by
additional binary variables in the alternative type I scoop problem is more likely to be
compensated for when a more efficient scoop is applied to larger instances. Second,
the largest-z first strategy was slightly better than the breadth first strategy and sig-
nificantly better than the depth first strategy. Third, XW, WaterM-I, and WaterM-II
with all three traversing strategies were able to find the first bilevel feasible solution
almost equally quickly. Fourth, WaterM-II was several times faster than XW for BILP
problems, although the latter is able to solve BMILP instances for which the former
was not designed. Fifth, algorithms XW, WaterM-I, and WaterM-II outperformed DR,
which also appeared to be more efficient than MB.
We also tested these five algorithms on 100 interdiction instances with knapsack
constraints at the upper level from [33]. In Table 3, we report the computational times
using the largest-z first traversing strategy for WaterM-I and WaterM-II. Figures 10
and 11 visualize the process for WaterM-I and WaterM-II to solve one specific instance
K5050W09.KNP. The other three algorithms took more than 999 seconds to solve the
majority of the instances. These results further confirm the advantages of the pro-
posed new algorithms over previous ones as well as the effectiveness of the alternative
type I scoop problem.
10. Conclusions. In this paper, we tackle the notoriously hard BILP problem
with an exact algorithm, the watermelon algorithm, which makes two major contri-
butions to the literature. First, we used a multiway disjunction cut in a branch-and-
bound framework to remove bilevel infeasible solutions from the search space. Our
computational experiment results suggest that the watermelon algorithm could be
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Table 3
Average computation time (in seconds) for five groups of interdiction instances with knapsack
constraints at the upper level from [33]. Each group consists of 20 instances of the same size with
n2 = n1 and m2 = m1. In each cell, the three time values from top to bottom report how long it took
to find the first bilevel feasible solution, to find the optimal solution, and to confirm its optimality
(to a tolerance of 10−6).
Instance WaterM-I WaterM-II
n1 = 10 0 0
m1 = 21 1 1
1 1
n1 = 20 0 0
m1 = 41 7 6
11 9
n1 = 30 0 0
m1 = 61 45 27
58 35
n1 = 40 0 0
m1 = 81 185 52
>269 81
n1 = 50 0 0
m1 = 101 405 148
>535 197
0 0
average >128 47
>175 65
Fig. 10. The process of solving K5050W09.KNP using WaterM-I. The top graph shows the upper
bound, lower bound, and the z-values of active nodes in 10-second intervals, and the lower graph
shows the number of active nodes.
much more efficient than previous branch-and-bound based BILP algorithms. Sec-
ond, this is the first exact BILP algorithm that does not rely on additional simplifying
assumptions. We have proved that, for any BILP instance conforming to the defini-
tion, the watermelon algorithm guarantees to provide, in a finite number of iterations,
either a global optimal solution or a certificate of infeasibility or unboundedness. It
would be a meaningful followup study to extend our computational experiments to
a more comprehensive comparison with more algorithms, such as those presented in
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Fig. 11. The process of solving K5050W09.KNP using WaterM-II. The top graph shows the upper
bound, lower bound, and the z-values of active nodes in 10-second intervals, and the lower graph
shows the number of active nodes.
[9, 13, 14, 16, 26, 27, 39, 44, 43]. Future research directions include exploring differ-
ent variations of the scoop problem and a more comprehensive comparison of their
computational performances on larger BILP instances.
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